No 17,111 Set by ARTEXLEN

ACROSS
1 Family fortune split by the Spanish in private (13)
9 Measure to block rat betraying (7)
10 View race once beside river (7)
11 Group of over 100 characters regularly seen in street (5)
12 United changed ways, getting good for time (9)
13 Insects on indulgent sweets (8)
15 Playing piece from rubbish opera (6)
18 Discussed grids, notable ones (6)
19 Bar got me juiced fruit (8)
22 Prevent everyone going on area of many plants (9)
24 Sport on moon oddly lacking publicity (5)
25 Turned out broadcast is about racing event (7)
26 Cut, cut, cut root (7)
27 Faulty program lines run making statistical mistake (8,5)

DOWN
1 Rejected roughly by second posh person (4-3)
2 Suddenly lofty about working in a church (3,2,4)
3 Coast of Germany with fissure (5)
4 Decline a large settlement showing wisdom (8)
5 Loom I repair to keep close to warp (6)
6 Neglecting opponents on revolutionary side (9)
7 Drunk guy on green (5)
8 Brought to standstill and robbed (4,2)
14 Medical preparation tisane mixed with alcohol (9)
16 House pet’s noise leads to neighbour Elsie ringing landlord, maybe (9)
17 Grabbing learner in college, criminal attacked (4,4)
18 Loud laugh from a wife after nonsense (6)
20 Explosive noise from south overwhelming old soldier (7)
21 Rub over aluminium and wood (6)
23 Sneak taking contents of best prizes (5)
24 Last of rolls put in good container for bread (5)

Solution 17,110

SPRAIN WATCHDOG
TOOAKIN FLURRIES ROBOTS
YISPOEH APPARITION REEK
ESIGNM PLUTARCH SPADES
ARTN AMBUSH BOOKENDS
PCOOD TOFU TEDDYBEARS
OLBKSA ANNEXE INSTINCT
EDNENLE PROTESTS YIELDS